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EquiSafe® have been manufacturing 
horse fences since 1986
The idea to start manufacturing the market’s safest fence for horses was born after one of 
the founding family’s horses had been seriously injured on a wooden fence. The task was then 
to produce the market’s safest and most attractive horset fence so that they could not injure 
themselves while maintaining the highest quality.

After this was done, the foundation had been laid for EquiSafe which today, after more than           
35 years, is a world-leading fencing company in equestrian sports.

Our first fence was for many years called the A-fence and is the basis for the different types of 
fences we offer today.

Fences from EquiSafe are made in such a way that if your horse should unexpectedly throw itself 
through the fence or fall into it, the slats & posts will fold without breaking off and thus avoid 
injuring the horse. The fence also does not contain any dangerous dyes, sharp corners or edges 
that the horses can injure themselves on.

All our fences are simple and easy to assemble and made of 100% environmentally friendly 
recycled and maintenance-free material.

To facilitate the handling of stressed horses, the fence has an integrated electrical wire in the 
slats, in this way even the nervous horses remain in the paddock and should the horse against 
all odds throw itself through the fence anyway, there are no loose electrical wires that it can get 
caught in or take damage from.

Our unique RS-fence, which today has become the market leader, has in turn generated more 
types of products and areas of use, such as hospital paddocks, riding arenas, paddocks, canter 
fences, dressage fences, trotting fences, stallion fencing, jumping obstacles, etc. Now we have 
also further developed our unique fences so that they has become even safer and more durable. 
This newly developed fence is now called RS fence and is our most popular products. In addition, 
all our fences ´´MADE IN SWEDEN´´ are of the absolute highest quality!

Due to the popularity of the fence, there are now dealers in several countries around the world 
where we are the obvious choice for those riding facilities and farms that want a nice, safe and 
durable fence with the highest quality to be able to feel safe in all situations.

The production takes place in our own factory in Sweden from 100% recycled environmentally 
friendly material. To prevent the material from degrading, it is homogeneously colored together 
with UV stabilizers to withstand sunlight, weather and wind in the most extreme conditions.

Do as several of the largest stables and secure your pastures and work surfaces with our 
uniquely secure RS-fence.
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The RS-fence from EquiSafe, which is a further 
development of the A-fence, is made in such 
a way that if your horse should get scared and 
throw itself through the fence or fall into it, the 
slings & posts will bend without breaking off 
and avoid so way to harm the horse. The fence 
does not contain any dangerous dyes, sharp 
corners or edges that the horses can injure 
themselves on.

All EquiSafe fences are simple and easy to 
install and made of 100% environmentally 
friendly recycled and maintenance-free 
material.

To facilitate the handling of stressed horses, 
EquiSafe RS-2, RS-3, RS-3H and RS-4 have an 
integrated electrical wire in the rails, in this 
way even the nervous horses remain in the 
paddock and should the horse, against all 
odds, throw itself through the fence, there are 
no loose electrical wires that it can get caught 
in or injure itself on.

Our unique RS-fence is our most popular 
product and is sold worldwide as the safest 
fence on the market. In addition, all our fences 
´´MADE IN SWEDEN´´ are of the absolute 
highest quality!

The New RS-Fence
- even safer, more secure and more 
sustainable

White, brown or black? 
White The classic choice that both looks 
good and looks good for the horses.

Brown For you who want the fence to be 
more discreet and closer to nature.

Black For you who want a more modern 
and stylish facility.
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EquiSafe RS-2
Suitable for all types of horse / pony. 
• 2 rails 
• Height above ground 1.35 m. 
• Distance between rails 0.55 m. 
• Distance from ground to lower rail 0.65 m. 
• Cast electrical wires. 
• Suitable for all types of horse / pony. 
• Available in white, brown and black color.
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EquiSafe RS-3
Suitable if you have a smaller pony or 
foal, as well as for a nursery. 
• 3 rails 
• Height above ground 1.35 m. 
• Distance between rails 0.37 m. 
• Distance from ground to lower rail 0.48 m. 
• Cast electrical wires. 
• Available in white, brown and black color.
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EquiSafe RS-3H
Suitable for stallions and horses that are 
prone to jumping over fences. 
• 3 rails - high 
• Height above ground 1.65.m. 
• Distance between rails 0.55 m. 
• Distance from ground to lower rail 0.65 m. 
• Cast electrical wires. 
• Available in white, brown and black color.

EquiSafe RS-4
Suitable for stallions and for nurseries. 
• 4 rails 
• Height above ground 1.65 m. 
• Distance between rails 0.37 m. 
• Distance from ground to lower rail 0.48 m. 
• Cast electrical wires. 
• Available in white, brown and black color.
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EquiSafe gates
Single-, double- or special gates

Double gate

Single gate

Horse walkerDouble gate
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EquiSafe RS-special
EquiSafe can always build different 
types of fence based on the customer’s 
wishes. 
We can, for example, build house fences, a 5 m 
high fence or one with seven slats. We have no 
restrictions. 

Contact us with your ideas.

EquiSafe angled distance fence

EquiSafe straight distance fence
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EquiSafe RS-DL
Dressage fence loosed
A 0.40 - 0.45 m low fence in sections of 4 m 
that are easy to set up during competition to 
screen the riding arena, or leave in front all 
year round. Available in two variants; with 1 or 
2 slans. 

EquiSafe RS-DF
Dressage fence fixed 
A 0.40 - 0.45 m low fence for a permanent/
fixed dressage riding arena.

Available in white, brown or black color.

Section dressage fence
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EquiSafe RS-G
The galloping fence
A fence with a rail 1.3 m above ground. This is 
available in two versions straight - where the 
rail rests on top of the post and angled where 
the rail is attached in a clamp at an angle out 
from the post so that the horse can run next to 
it without the legs going against the post. 

Installation of 
fences – ready to 
use!
We can help you install our fences 
with our montage team.
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EquiSafe RS-I
Fence for Islandic horses
A fence with a rail 0.40 or 0.80 m above the 
ground. The fence has 1 sling that rests on the 
post. Perfect for Icelandic horses and tölt. Can 
also be built in other heights. 

Available in white, brown or black color.

EquiSafe RS-R
Riding arena 
Our fences are also very well suited to riding 
arenas that are both stylish, safe and feel 
professional. We have a standard size of     
20x60 m which also includes a double gate of 
3.6 m. This package includes 4 corner posts 
and a 160m fence with 2 rails. The distance 
between the posts is about 1.67 m and of 
course this fence also has cast electric wires 
to keep even the naughtiest horses focused on 
the riding arena.

Round pen
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Plastic corner post                 
Diam Ø140 mm Length 1.5 m 

including cover

Wood post for          
corner and gates                  

Diam Ø120               
Length 2.1 m

Wood post for 
corner and gates                     

Diam Ø50                
Length 1.8 m

Earthing rod                        
Length 1 m

EquiSafe gates 
and corner post
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EquiSafe RS-E65
Electric rope poles 65 mm
For larger pastures, you can use our electric 
rope poles that are pre-drilled for 4 electric 
ropes. It is also possible to use with tape 
insulators for a tape fence. Do not forget 
to splice with a safety splice as ropes and 
tapes often have a high braking limit and can 
damage the horse if it gets stuck. 

Available in white, brown or black color.

Electric rope post                                           
Diam Ø65 mm               

Length 1.4, or 1.8 m      
including cover
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EquiSafe E-line

EquiSafe RS-E90
New stronger electric rope post 90 mm
The 90 mm post comes 1.8 m long together 
with 3 built-in insulators and a lid for the post. 
You lower this into the ground 60 - 70 cm into 
the ground depending on the desired height.   
It is also possible to use with tape insulators 
for a tape fence and is available in white, black 
and brown. Electric                            

rope post                                        
Diam Ø90 mm                               
Length 1.8 m         

including cover
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Benefits of the EquiSafe RS                  
Horse Fence

Secure fence
The fence is made in such a way that if your horse should get scared and throw itself through 
the fence or fall into it, the slings & posts will bend without breaking off and can thus not risk 
damaging the horse. The fence also does not contain any dangerous dyes, sharp corners or 

edges for the horses to injure themselves.

Easy care
In order for your fence to last as long as possible, you sometimes need to check that there is 

current in the fence and take action if e.g. some horse kicked out a sling.

Elegant look
The fence raises the value of the horse property both financially and in terms of appearance.

Water and soap
Use water and soap when cleaning. A well-maintained horse fence can fulfill its function            

and be a beautiful ornament on the horse property for a lifetime.

Environmentally friendly
The fence is extra environmentally friendly as EquiSafe only uses recycled plastics.

Cost effective
The fence is cost-effective through the simple and flexible installation                                                 

in combination with the low maintenance.


